Most organizations have adopted two practices as mainstays. First, business and human resource leaders pursue “the best and the brightest,” recruiting high performers to drive success within their organizations. Second, organizations increasingly adopt job designs that rely on workgroups and teams to accomplish goals. At the nexus of these trends seems an important puzzle; leaders recruit “standouts,” yet want them to seamlessly embed within workgroup and teams. I am intrigued to address what seems a critical disconnect. Specifically, high performers offer benefits but also spark unfavorable dynamics. In three essays, my dissertation developed and tested a theory of consequences of high performance—examining consequences for high performers, their peers, and their teams. In Essay 1, I offered a theoretical and empirical account of how peers behave toward higher performers. In Essay 2, I examined how the presence of a high performer affects peer motivation and inhibition. In Essay 3, I investigated how differentiation of member performance can prove paradoxical to team innovation: constraining creativity while facilitating coordination needed for effective idea implementation.
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